Prisoners' Chorus
from Fidelio - for SAB choir (with div) and Piano
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Oh, sweet de-light,
to breathe at last, so

Oh, sweet de-light,
to breathe at last, so

Oh, sweet de-light,
to breathe at last, so
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freely in the open! Oh sweet delight! The air,
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freely in the open! Oh sweet delight! The air,

the air is freedom.

air, the air is freedom, freedom. Our prison's like a grave, like a
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Oh, sweet delight, to breathe at last to

Oh, sweet delight, to breathe at last to

Oh, sweet delight, to breathe at last to

breathe at last, so freely in the open, the air, the air is

breathe at last, so freely in the open, the air, the air is

breathe at last, so freely in the open, the air, the air is
freedom! The air, the air, the air, the air is freedom, is freedom!

freedom! The air, the air, the air, the air is freedom, is freedom!

Our prisoner's like a grave! The air, the

Our prisoner's like a grave! The air, the

prisoner's like a grave! like a grave. The air,
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air, the air, the air is freedom! Oh, sweet de-
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air, the air, the air is freedom! Oh, sweet de-
cresc.
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the air, the air is freedom! Oh, sweet de-
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light, oh, sweet delight!
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light, oh, sweet delight!
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light, oh, sweet delight!

light, oh, sweet delight!
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Oh, sweet delight, to breathe at last, so freely in the open!

Oh sweet delight, to breathe at last, so freely in the open!
Oh sweet delight! The air, the air, the air, the air is
free
dom!
Oh, sweet delight, oh, sweet de-
free
dom!
Oh, sweet delight, oh, sweet de-
free
dom!
Oh, sweet delight, oh, sweet de-
light!

Speak softly, stop yourself, stand guard.

Stop yourself, stand guard.

Our every move is seen and heard.

Stop yourself. Our every move is seen and heard.
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sempre pianissimo

guard. Speak softly, stop yourself.

Stop yourself, stand

guard. Speak softly, stop yourself.

Stop yourself, stand

guard. Our every move is seen and heard.

Stop yourself, stand

guard. Our every move is seen and heard.

Stop yourself, stand

Our every move is seen and heard.